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The fourth issue of IJMCDM, which concludes the journal’s first volume, comprises 
three papers. 

In the first paper, H. Frikha, H. Chabchoub and J-M. Martel propose an interactive 
disaggregation approach inferring the indifference and preference thresholds of 
PROMETHEE II. 

In the second paper, M. Basle and M. Huaulme present a methodology for evaluating 
public programmes. The annual outcomes of a programme are used to build a 
multidimensional profile for the programme, which is then used as input in an evaluation 
process based on the ELECTRE method. 
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In the final paper of this issue, M. Pirdashti, M. Tavana, M.H. Hassim, M. Behzadian, 
and I.A. Karimi explain and compare the most common MCDM methods and then 
present and classify more than 300 published papers related to the application of MCDM 
in chemical engineering. 


